Riverside
Spring 2021

FREE Remote
Learning Services.
Attend free online workshops, classes and
one-on-one sessions from the comfort of your home.
Algunos de nuestros programas y servicios se ofrecen
en español favor de llamar para más información.

Programs, Workshops
and Class Catalog

Before taking a class,
learn how to live well with
Low Vision.
Virtual Low Vision Consultation

Helping You During COVID-19

If your vision is affecting your ability
to perform daily tasks, Braille
Institute’s Low Vision Rehabilitation
Service can help you.

While we continue to adapt due to
Covid-19, our virtual Low Vision
one-on-one session is an
opportunity to connect with you
remotely and discover what Braille
Institute programming would best
meet your needs.

Losing vision doesn’t mean giving
up on your life activities, it means
learning new ways to do them. Our
free virtual Low Vision consultation
includes remote personalized
one-on-one appointments with our
Low Vision Specialists. They will
work with you over the phone or by
video to maximize your remaining
vision by:
•

Assessing your particular needs.

•

Exploring devices that can help
you accomplish everyday tasks
like reading, watching TV, and
more.

Maximize your
remaining vision.

Geared towards those who are new
to our services, or haven't used our
services in some time, once
completed you will have access to
our online classes and workshops.
At a later date, a follow up
appointment will be made for a
magnifier and reading & writing and
lighting assessment.

To learn more or to schedule a free
one-on-one appointment with one
of our Low Vision Specialists, call
1-800-BRAILLE (272-4553).

Receive one-on-one services
with a live consultant by phone
or video chat.
Connection Pointe

Library Services

Join us at Connection Pointe for
one-on-one training on the latest in
assistive technology.

Our library offers access to over
100,000 books and magazines in
every genre and for every age in
hardcopy, audio or digital.

Learn how to use VoiceOver, text
readers, Seeing AI, and other useful
apps. We have computers, iPhones,
Androids, and iPads for you to
practice with, or bring your own
device to learn on.

We will teach you how to use our
online audiobook service BARD
(Braille and Audio Reading
Download), so you can download
books and magazines to your
computer or mobile device,
anywhere, anytime.

“Taking classes from my home is
more convenient and I can socialize
and meet new people.” – Lilia M.
Orientation and Mobility

Personal Connections

Go on an adventure! Seriously. Our
Orientation and Mobility Specialists
will teach you how to get around with
a white cane, guide dog, and more.

By focusing on your specific goals,
an Independent Living Skills
instructor can work with you
remotely, using video conferencing
or the telephone, to address
challenges you may be having in
these areas: kitchen confidence and
safety, household item marking and
labeling, and other daily living skills
directly impacted by vision loss.

You will have the confidence to
navigate your home, neighborhood
and the world.
For family members and friends, we’ll
teach you the proper techniques of
how to be a sighted guide so you can
assist your loved one wherever they
may go.

Attend Braille Institute classes
and workshops from the comfort
of your home.
Benefits

While Braille Institute Centers
remain temporarily closed due to
COVID-19, we are bringing free
classes and services to you within
the comfort and safety of your
home.

• Free and easy access using your
computer, tablet or phone.

Utilizing the Microsoft Teams
platform for our distance learning
classes, you can participate using
your computer, tablet or phone.

• Live instructor/consultant you
can speak with.

• Convenient and within the
comfort of your home.

• Variety of courses and offerings
to choose from.

“I really enjoy the online experience;
it has been probably just as good as
face-to-face.” – Ron P.
How Does It Work?
Braille Institute instructors will
provide you with an online link or
phone number that will be used to
connect to a live session. You will
be able to speak with the instructor
and other participants.

Online Workshops and Classes
Join a 1-1.5 hour session taught by
instructors on a range of subjects
such as Make Technology Work For
You, Cooking Without Looking, Fall
Prevention, Understanding Vision
Loss and more.

Virtual One-on-One Sessions
and Tele Services
These sessions are conducted by a
Braille Institute consultant for
services such as Low Vision,
Orientation and Mobility,
Technology training, and Child
Development.

Riverside

Free Remote Classes.
Monday Through Friday
Online class availability, times and days may be changed throughout
the term. Braille Institute classes are free thanks to our generous
donors, unless specified. Register for classes at 951-787-8800.

Technology

up for events and how to navigate
our website. Stay informed of what
Braille Institute has to offer on a
weekly basis.

Whatever your degree of vision loss
there is technology to help you live
with greater ease. Discover how to
use the latest and most user-friendly iPhone/iPad Accessibility
devices and apps through one-on-one Every Thursday 2.00 - 3.00pm
training at Connection Pointe.
Instructor: Kelly
Teams
Jaws
Learn how you can take your ability
Every Tuesday 10.00 - 11.30am
to use the iPhone or iPad to the next
Instructor: Kelly
level as we dive into the
Teams
accessibility features that are most
Jaws for Windows is a robust screen
important for users who are blind or
reader allowing blind PC users to
visually impaired.
work, play and engage effectively on
Navigate Your Email and Calendar
the internet. We will cover Windows
and Jaws concepts and keystrokes.
Every Friday 2.00 - 3.00pm
Instructor: Kelly
What’s Happening at Braille
Teams
Institute?
In today’s online world, managing
Every Wednesday 10.30 - 11.30am
meetings and events has become
Instructor: Jocelyn
more important than ever. In this
Teams
class we will explore various
Get informed about upcoming
interfaces that can be used to
workshops and events Braille Institute create and keep track of event in the
is offering online. Learn how to sign
most popular calendar formats.

Getting Help
There is evidence that it is healing to
mind, body, and spirit when we share
and connect with others who are also
experiencing and adjusting to vision
loss. Our support groups and classes
teach coping strategies and
techniques to relax and better
manage stress— they help you thrive.
Peer Support
Every Wednesday 2.00 - 3.00pm
Instructor: Jocelyn
Teams
Do you have a question about sight
loss? Or do you just want a friendly
voice to talk to about living a fulfilling
life with low vision? Join and
participate in learning about living
with vision loss through our peer
support group.

Life Skills
Learn simple adaptive techniques to
support activities of daily living so
that you can feel more confident and
able to address your most
fundamental needs.
Low Vision Occupational Therapy
Activities of Daily Living Group:
Fall Prevention
Every Monday 10.00 - 11.00am
Every Thursday 1.00 – 2.00pm
Instructor: Josselyn and Maria
Teams

This is a workshop for clients, family
and caregivers to learn factors that
increase an older adult’s risk for
falling and simple, practical
solutions on how to reduce the risk
of falls in the home.

Reading and Writing
Not being able to read or write
standard print does not need to be a
barrier to accessing literature or
nonfiction. We have classes that
encourage exploring audio books
and learning the braille code, which
enables one to continue enjoying
books, magazines, and newspapers.
Victor Reader
Every Monday 2.00 - 3.00pm
Instructor: Kelly
Teams
Losing sight doesn’t mean you have
to lose access to information. Need
to jot something down quickly?
Want to read a book or gain access
to your local newspaper? The Victor
Reader Stream can give you access
to books, magazines, local
newspapers and much more.

Riverside

Online Workshops
Information about these, or other valuable free workshops hosted
on Microsoft Teams, may be found by visiting our website
BrailleInstitute.org/riverside.
Call 951-787-8800 to register today.

Technology
Understanding Microsoft Teams
May 3, Jun 7, Jul 12
10.00 – 11.30am
Microsoft Teams is a similar
platform to Zoom. It offers many
features and there are many ways to
join meetings. We will highlight the
easiest ways to join and participate
in Braille Institute meetings and
classes using Teams. It can be used
on Apple and Android devices as
well as Macs and PCs.
Introducing Amazon Alexa
May 5, Jun 9, Jul 7, Aug 4
10.00 – 11.30am
Join us for this online workshop
where we get started with Amazon’s
smart assistant, Alexa! You will learn
all the things you can accomplish
with Alexa and what devices Alexa
works with such as how to get
information, be entertained, and
using voice commands.
Using Social Media
May 13 & 27, Jun 10 & 24, Jul 8 & 22
10.00 – 11.30am
Learn how easy it is to join and

manage your social media channels.
Get social!
Delivery Services: Instacart
May 20, Jun 17, Jul 15
2.00 – 3.30pm
Learn safer, easier ways to obtain
your groceries and complete
essential shopping all from the
comfort of your home. We will teach
you how to order groceries using
your computer, smart phone, or
tablet. You will also learn about the
other delivery options from your
favorite stores and restaurants.
Seeing AI App
May 6, Jun 3, Jul 1, Aug 5
10.00 – 11.30am
Learn about a free app for iOS that
narrates the world around you.
Seeing AI uses the device camera to
audibly read text, identify people and
objects, and audibly describes those
objects for people with visual
impairment. Also learn how to
configure the app to technology
assistant Siri to locate and utilize
each channel with ease.

Getting Help
Understanding Vision Loss
May 20, Jun 17, Jul 15, Aug 12
10.00 – 11.30am
This seminar is for family and
friends who are interested in
learning about the basics of
blindness and visual impairment,
sighted guide, and other skills
related to assisting people who are
blind or visually impaired. The
emotional impact of sight loss and
how to cope with changes in lifestyle
will be discussed.
Understanding Diabetes and its
Effect on Vision
May 14, Jun 11, Jul 9, Aug 13
2.00 – 3.30pm
Many people with diabetes have
experienced some form of vision
loss related to this condition. Learn
the importance of managing blood
sugars. We’ll provide tips on
maintaining a healthy and active
lifestyle to maximize use of the
remaining vision. We will discuss
delicious and healthy recipes along
with the benefits of eating
vegetables and fruits.

Life Skills
Learn About Fall Prevention
May 11, Jun 8, Jul 13
10.00 – 11.30am
One in four adults fall each year.
Falls can cause serious injury

postponing an active life. Come
explore the facts with us and join
this discussion of the top 3 tips to
help you stay steady on your feet.
Empower yourself, your family, and
friends for a safe and fun summer.

Reading
How to Access Free Audiobooks
using the BARD App
Apr 16 10.00 – 11.30am
Learn how to instantly download
audio books and magazines for free
using the Braille and Audio Reading
Download (BARD) app.
Braille 101
Jun 3 10.00 – 11.00am
Learn about the history of Braille
and its practical use. We’ll cover the
methods of writing Braille,
contracted and uncontracted Braille,
and technology.

Southern California

Free Remote Workshops.
Using technology like Microsoft Teams, we are able to connect you with the
best instructors from all over Southern California. Join any of these free
online workshops offered by our various centers.
Call 1-800-BRAILLE (272-4553) to register.

Technology
Understanding Microsoft Teams
May 19 1.30 – 2.30pm
Microsoft Teams is a similar
platform to Zoom. It offers many
features and there are many ways to
join meetings. We will highlight the
easiest ways to join and participate
in Braille Institute meetings and
classes using Teams. It can be used
on Apple and Android devices as
well as Macs and PCs.
Hosted by: Anaheim Center
Introducing Amazon Alexa
Jul 21 1.30 – 2.30pm
Get started with Amazon’s smart
assistant, Alexa! You will learn all the
things you can accomplish with
Alexa and what devices Alexa works
with such as how to get information,

be entertained and using voice
commands.
Hosted by: Anaheim Center
Navigation with GoodMaps
May 7 2.00 – 3.00pm
GoodMaps Explore is an accessible
app available for the Android and
iPhone that can help you get around even indoors!
Hosted by: Santa Barbara Center
Guest Speakers: Evelyn Tichenor and
Mike May
Using Social Media
Jun 4 10.00 – 11.30am
Learn how easy it is to join and
manage your social media channels.
Get social!
Hosted by: Laguna Hills Center

All About Aira
May 13 12.00 – 1.00pm
Join us for an interactive session
with an Aira agent who will
demonstrate how their assistive
service works and discuss the ways
in which their professionally trained
remote agents can assist people
with low vision or who are blind with
virtually any task, including social
distancing.
Hosted by: Santa Barbara Center
iPhone and iPad Accessibility
May 18 10.00 – 11.30am
Jul 7 1.30 – 2.30pm
Demonstration of VoiceOver, screen
magnification, apps, and voice
commands using Siri.
Hosted by: Anaheim and Laguna
Hills Centers
Delivery Services: Instacart and
Online Shopping
Jun 23 1.30 – 2.30pm
Learn safer, easier ways to obtain
your groceries and complete
essential shopping all from the
comfort of your home. We will teach
you how to order groceries using
your computer, smart phone, or
tablet. You will also learn about the
other delivery options from your
favorite stores and restaurants.
Hosted by: Anaheim Center

What’s the Difference Between
Android and iOS (Apple) Devices?
Jun 18 10.00 – 11.30am
A demonstration of different
accessibility features that each
device has to offer. We will go over
the advantages and disadvantages of
both devices, as well as some of the
apps that work on each.
Hosted by: Laguna Hills Center
Make Technology Work For You
Jun 25 10.00 – 11.30am
Learn simple shortcuts, commands
and apps to use with your smart
devices.
Hosted by: Laguna Hills Center
Introduction to Smart Speakers
Jul 9 10.00 – 11.30am
Smart speakers can be a lot of fun!
Join us in discovering all the useful
features they have such as
organizing your schedule, playing
games, making calls and more.
Hosted by: Laguna Hills Center
Is There An App For That?
Jul 23 10.00 – 11.30am
Discover all the useful apps available
to those with low to no vision. We
will discuss apps that can read
short/long text, currencies and
barcodes and more!
Hosted by: Laguna Hills Center

Popcorn and a Movie: The Roku
and Netflix Accessibility Features
Jul 23 10.00 – 12.00pm
There are many accessible features
available for home entertainment. In
this workshop we teach you how to
make popcorn in the microwave. We
will discuss the Roku which is an
inexpensive device that you can plug
into your TV to access movies and
shows with audio description. Netflix
also allows you to play their
selections with description and we
will teach you how to do that as well.
Then we will play a Netflix movie for
you to enjoy with your popcorn.
Hosted by: Coachella Valley Center
Game Time with Droids
Aug 4 1.00 – 2.00pm
Android users, join Christian, the
Library Guy, in exploring some fun
blind and visually impaired friendly
games on your Android device.
Hosted by: Anaheim Center
Introduction to Victor Reader
Aug 6 10.00 – 11.30am
An informative online workshop on
all the wonderful features the Victor
Reader has. The Victor Reader is a
handheld, versatile audio book
reader, music player, and digital
audio recorder.
Hosted by: Laguna Hills Center

Android Devices with Low Vision
to No Vision
Aug 13 10.00 – 11.30am
Learn about the accessibility
features an Android Devices has to
offer. We will cover magnification,
Google voice assistant, talkback and
third-party apps that can help you.
Hosted by: Laguna Hills Center
The Wide World of YouTube
Aug 25 11.00am – 12.00pm
There is a wide range of content
available for free on YouTube. Learn
how to access the website using
accessibility tools VoiceOver and Siri
on the iPhone and iPad.
Hosted by: Santa Barbara Center
Teching In
Every Wednesday 1.00 – 2.00pm
This is a weekly virtual computer lab
with guided topics and discussions
regulated, driven and supported by
your Connection Pointe team.
Participants have the opportunity for
training, to share information, and
support one another. The focus will
be on technology and accessibility.
Hosted by: San Diego Center

Getting Help
Assistive Devices for Low Vision
Apr 1 3.00 – 5.00pm
This online workshop details the insand-outs of low vision devices and
how they can assist you in
maintaining your independence.
Everything from simple handheld
magnifiers to CCTVS. Learn how
devices can maximize remaining
vision and increase independence in
reading, writing, and managing
medications and finances.
Hosted by: Coachella Valley Center
Understanding Vision Loss
May 7, 10 & 21 , Jun 4 & 18, Jul 9, 12
& 23, Aug 6 & 20
10.00am – 12.00pm
En Español
Apr 12, Jun 14, Aug 9
10.00am - 12.00pm
May 14
6.00 – 7.00pm
For those who are interested in
learning about the basics of
blindness and visual impairment.
Hosted by: Anaheim, and Coachella
Valley Centers
Low Vision 101
May 12, Jun 9, Jul 14, Aug 11
11.00am – 12.00pm
Who, what, and the importance of
Braille Institute’s Low Vision
Program. Learn how our free low
vision consultation can help you and
get an overview of our free low

vision services.
Hosted by: San Diego Center
Advanced: Best Lighting For Your
Sight
May 6, Jul 15 3.00 – 5.00pm
For people with low vision, lighting is
a critical factor. If you have
attending our Basic: Best Lighting
for Your Sight, join us for this
advanced workshop as we go into
more details about specific lighting
for various tasks. The lumens and
kelvin bulbs will be reviewed to
determine what works best for you.
Learn more in depth household
lighting tips to help maintain safety
and independence.
Hosted by: Coachella Valley
Learn About Fall Prevention
Jun 25 1.00 – 2.00pm
One in four adults fall each year.
Falls can cause serious injury
postponing an active life. Come
explore the facts with us and join
this discussion of the top 3 tips to
help you stay steady on your feet.
Empower yourself, your family, and
friends for a safe and fun summer.
Hosted by: San Diego Center
Orientation and Mobility Basics
and Human Guide Training
May 21, Jun 18, Jul 16
1.00 – 2.30pm
Learn safety and human guide
techniques and best practices for
interacting with and supporting

individuals with vision loss while
social distancing.
Hosted by: Anaheim Center
Apps for Managing Stress
Jun 8 2.00 – 3.00pm
We all deal with stress, but there is
stress relief available right in our
pocket. Learn about accessible apps
for the iPhone and Android that can
help you meditate, breathe and
focus.
Hosted by: Santa Barbara Center
All About the White Cane
Jun 11 1.00 – 2.30pm
A representative from Ambutech
canes will be presenting about the
different canes and accessories
provided. There are no longer just
white and red canes! How about
purple and pink canes or an all-black
cane? Know when it is appropriate
to use these different canes. They
will also go over types of canes for
different ambulatory needs.
Hosted by: Anaheim Center
All About Guide Dogs
Jul 9 1.00 – 2.30pm
Learn the requirements needed to
qualify for a guide dog. Understand
how a guide dog can improve your
life and whether a guide dog is a
right fit for you with guest speakers
from Guide Dogs of America.
Hosted by: Anaheim Center

Life Skills
Young Adult Group
May 7 & 21, Jun 4 & 18, Jul 2, 16 &
30, Aug 13
2.00 – 3.00pm
Introducing a program for visually
impaired young adults. This program
will provide a space for socialization
and connection while preparing for
next steps toward an independent
life.
Curriculum will be shaped by
participating students.
Hosted by: San Diego Center
Gals Look Good… Feel Good
May 12 1.00 – 2.00pm
En Español
Jun 16 1.00 - 2.00pm
No need to go through extreme
routines to feel and look good
everyday! In this workshop you will
learn how to maintain good personal
hygiene routines, tips and tricks to
boost your confidence, shopping for
personal care products when you are
on a budget, etc. A special kit will be
mailed to the first 15 students to
sign up.
Hosted by: Los Angeles Center
Low Vision Low Tech ADL Tips
May 14 & 28, Jun 11 & 25, Jul 9 &
23, Aug 6
10.00 – 11.00am
This bi-weekly workshop will focus
on low tech tips for various activities

for daily living.
Hosted by: San Diego Center
Basic Principles of Contrast
Jun 10 3.00 – 5.00pm
Using contrast is an essential coping
strategy for people with low vision.
The more contrast, the easier it is to
find and use objects, complete daily
tasks and remain independent.
Learn the simple methods to utilize
contrast techniques to maximize
vision and safety in your home and
outdoors.
Hosted by: Coachella Valley Center
Southern California Travelogue
Jul 12 3.00 – 4.00pm
Learn and share about different
communities, how to get there with
adaptive tools and what to expect.
Learn about the highlights of the
fantastic geographic diversity of
California neighborhoods and
discover new ones. We will also play
fun games to see how well your know
Southern California.
Hosted by: Los Angeles Center
Ridesharing Transportation
Jul 22 3.00 – 4.00pm
Learn about ride share services such
as Uber and Lyft. Gain helpful tips
for using these services and
discover how rideshare
transportation options can increase
your independence.
Hosted by: Santa Barbara Center

Cooking
Cooking in a Smart Home
May 7 10.00am – 11.30am
This informative workshop will
demonstrate how to incorporate
assistive technology using kitchen
appliances. Participants will learn how
to navigate devices and apps to
advance their cooking abilities.
Hosted by: Los Angeles Center
Healthy Eating
May 21 10.00am – 12.00pm
En Español
Jun 25 1.00-3.00pm
Learn techniques for shopping,
preparing, and eating healthy! We will
discuss delicious and healthy recipes
along with the benefits of eating fruits
and vegetables.
Hosted by: Coachella Valley Center
Technology in the Kitchen
Jul 16 3.00 – 4.00pm
If you need help following recipes,
identifying ingredients, and cooking,
there are many easy to use
technological solutions available. We’ll
teach you about the assistive
technology that can help you keep
your independence in the kitchen.
Hosted by: Santa Barbara Center

Reading
How to Publish a Book
Apr 9 10.00 – 11.30am
Nate Streeper will touch on universal
aspects such as: original ideas,
rough drafts, beta readers, the
editing process, cover design, pagesetting, online distributor,
audiobooks, and marketing
strategies. Come away feeling
inspired to write your own book!
Hosted by: Santa Barbara Center
How to Access Free Audiobook
using the BARD App
Apr 30 10.00 – 11.30am
Learn how to instantly download
audio books and magazines for free
using the Braille and Audio Reading
Download (BARD) app.
Hosted by: Laguna Hills Center
Book Club
May 14, Jun 18, Jul 16, Aug 13
1.00 – 2.30pm
For visually impaired students,
friends and family members
interested in virtual travel to
amazing places and through time.
Meet others book enthusiasts who
share a passion for novels and
incredible fiction and
non-fiction stories.
Hosted by: San Diego Center
Braille 101
Jun 18 1.00 – 2.30pm
Learn about the history of Braille

and its practical use. We’ll cover the
methods of writing Braille,
contracted and uncontracted Braille,
and technology.
Hosted by: Anaheim Center
Braille Literacy
Jun 11 10.00 – 11.30am
Examine the continued importance
of Braille literacy for adult learners –
even partially sighted individuals – in
an age that brings constant
advancement in assistive technology.
Hosted by: Los Angeles Center

Art
Crafter’s Show and Tell
May 10 3.00 – 4.00pm
Share your talents! Discuss and learn
new crafts and adaptive techniques.
Topics will cover sewing and
threading needles, knitting,
ceramics, beading, paper making
and more.
Hosted by: Los Angeles Center

Staying Active
Empowerment Training
4 Week Series beginning Jun 2
2.00 – 3.00pm
Learn techniques to boost your
confidence and protect yourself
when put in a vulnerable position.
Hosted by: Santa Barbara Center

Laughing Yoga
Jun 7 3.00 – 4.00pm
Who says yoga has to be serious? In
this fun and guided laughing yoga
workshop, you will have the
opportunity to relieve stress, boost
your mood, and get yourself thinking
positively.
Hosted by: Los Angeles Center

All About ACCESS
May 14 10.00 – 11.30am
Learn the ins and outs of ACCESS
transportation. This will include
eligibility, the day to day use of
ACCESS and what is being done to
keep safe during the pandemic.
Hosted by: Anaheim Center
Guest Speaker: Gracie Davis

Self-Care and Mindful
Nourishment
May 27 3.00 – 4.00pm
Petra Beumer will be addressing the
need for healthy self-care rituals
when dealing with stressful and
challenging times. She will present
strategies for enhancing our
emotional and physical well-being
and introduce valuable selfcompassion tools.
Hosted by: Santa Barbara Center

Staying Connected with California
Telephone Access Program
Apr 12, Aug 11 2.00 – 3.00pm
California Telephones is a state
mandates program providing free
telephones and accessories for
California residents that have
difficulty with either their hearing,
vision, mobility, speech and/or
cognition. We will be covering what
services and equipment are
provided and how to apply.
Hosted by: Santa Barbara Center

Community Resources
COVID-19 Scams
Apr 27, Aug 10 2.00 – 3.00pm
En Español
May 4, Aug 10 2.00 - 3.00pm
The program focuses on the COVID19 scams operating nation-wide as
well as the most current scams
operating in Santa Barbara County.
Hosted by: Santa Barbara Center
Guest Speaker: Vicki Johnson,
Senior Deputy District Attorney

Braille Institute Riverside
6974 Brockton Avenue #100
Riverside, CA 92506

Save The Date
Spring Remote Session Begins
Monday, May 3

Memorial Day (Closed)
Monday, May 31

Spring Remote Session Ends
Friday, Aug 13

Independence Day (Closed)
Monday, Jul 5

For more information about Braille Institute Riverside classes and
services, visit BrailleInstitute.org/riverside or call 951-787-8800.
Braille Institute Centers remain temporarily closed due to COVID-19. We
are bringing online classes and services to you within the comfort and
safety of your home.
Braille Institute admits students and clients of any race, color, national and ethnic origin, age, religion and sexual
orientation to all the rights, privileges, programs and activities generally accorded or made available to students and
clients of Braille Institute. We do not discriminate against the foregoing in the administration of any of our policies or
programs.

1-800-BRAILLE (2724553)
BrailleInstitute.org

